


Introduction

Objective: To assist business owners and managers with ways to improve your 

business website, social media, and search results tracked with analytics.

The Business Marketing Toolkit is designed to help small, consumer-centric 

businesses achieve better results in their digital marketing.

Presented by the Hyde Park Vitality Committee (Special Service Area 61 - Downtown Hyde Park, Hyde Park Chamber of Commerce, 

Nichols Park Advisory Council, South East Chicago Commission, and the University of Chicago Office of Civic Engagement).



Amy Srodon, Marketing Communications Manager
University of Chicago - Commercial Real Estate Operations

Since joining the University of Chicago’s Commercial Real 
Estate Operations group in 2014, Amy has helped to build 
and promote Hyde Park as a dining, shopping, and cultural 
destination through social media, community event 
planning, and targeted marketing assistance to many local 
small businesses. Amy is a senior marketing professional with 
diverse experience in brand, print, and digital 
communications in architecture, advertising, and higher 
education. Creative thinker + spreadsheet lover. Relationship 
builder. Social pollinator. Best work-related compliment - 
"Amy is the quiet assassin! She murders projects with 
precision." Procurer of live reindeer or 25 local DJs as 
needed.

Presented By

Jared L. Kelly, President and Principal Consultant
CEI Media Group

Jared L. Kelly has an uncommon business acumen and skill 
for problem-solving. He has more than 25 years of 
unmatched experience in strategy, corporate sales, 
marketing, accounting, and financial management. In 2002, 
Kelly founded his first startup venture, Complete 
Entertainment Inc, now known as CEI Media Group. As the 
principal consultant and marketing/tech strategist, he 
delivers C-Suite consultation, strategy, and execution services 
for the firm’s top clientele. Kelly works as a trusted advisor 
for executive leadership teams. CEI Media Group is the 
invisible bridge for clients that need assistance filling critical 
gaps in data storytelling, graphic design, digital production 
and technology integration.
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❏ Goals/Key Performance Indicators 

(KPIs)

❏ Site Appearance/Content/Tone

❏ User Experience
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WEB - Your website is the front door of your business



❏ Goals/Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

A fancy way to ask “what does success look like for you?” More traffic? More sales? More appointments? 

More in-person visits to your business? More reservations? How will you know if you have succeeded?

Where are you starting from - building a new site or improving an existing site?
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❏ Site Appearance/Content/Tone

Does your website’s look and feel match your business type? Is your business serious or fun? Is it elegant or 

casual?

Serious or fun?
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Elegant or casual?
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❏ User Experience

Make life easier for your customer! Do they need to see a menu, order online, make a reservation, or buy a 

product? Whatever they need to do, reduce the number of clicks to get there.
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Your Checklist

Website

❏ Define your Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) - they are unique to your business.

❏ Verify your site security certificate is current (https://).

❏ Make sure the site design, images, and writing style fit your industry.

❏ Prioritize most important content in navigation (menu, product pages, etc.).

❏ Include links to all social media accounts (check to make sure they work and open in new pages).

❏ Include business address, phone number, and hours.

❏ Include a sign-up for news alerts/emails for email marketing.

❏ Check site appearance on phone or tablet (most people will not be accessing on a desktop computer).

❏ Test the e-commerce user experience to make sure it’s seamless and sales are not lost at the shopping cart.
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❏ Social Media Demographics

❏ Use Tools to Make it Easier/Look Better

❏ Social Media Calendars

❏ “Call to Action” Text

❏ Shoppable Posts

❏ Hashtags/Tagged Accounts

❏ Boosted Posts/Social Media Advertising
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SOCIAL - How do you stay connected to your customers?
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❏ Social Media Demographics

Your customer is not on every social media platform. Find them where they are! More accounts are not 

better. Spend time where it matters.



❏ Use Tools to Make it Easier/Look Better

Use tools like Later.com and Canva.com to streamline communicating with your customers - post in 

advance/post simultaneously, create graphics, etc.
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❏ Social Media Calendars

Have a plan to communicate with your customers - how often, which days, what time, etc.
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❏ “Call to Action” Text

Have a strategy behind your post - the goal is for your customer to perform an action - whether it’s visiting 

your website, buying a product, making a reservation, etc.
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This post is advertising a product and directs the 

customer to the website with a link.



❏ Shoppable Posts

Use your social media accounts to make it easier for customers to shop for your products - and buy directly 

from Facebook or Instagram.
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❏ Hashtags/Tagged Accounts

Use strategic hashtags and tag appropriate accounts to increase your reach and exposure. 
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❏ Boosted Posts/Social Media Advertising

Reach even more people through pay-per-click advertising - a good option to test even with a small budget.
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Your Checklist

Social Media

❏ Which social media platforms are likely used by your customers - you don’t have to have a presence on all.

❏ Make sure social media accounts are formatted for business - not as personal accounts.

❏ Are you using all available tools? May be able to order/buy directly from your social media pages.

❏ Check formats for profile pictures and cover images and make sure your logo is sized correctly - you may need 

a new version.

❏ If you don’t have a graphic designer, consider Canva.com to create professional-looking graphics in all 

sizes/formats.

❏ Make sure you include key information about your business on social media accounts - address, phone 

number, hours, etc.
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Your Checklist

Social Media, continued

❏ Consider a tool like Later.com to schedule posts in advance on multiple platforms.

❏ Plan in advance with a social media calendar.

❏ Make sure images and content fits your business type - use correct sizes for each platform.

❏ What are your competitors doing? Get ideas on how you can improve your posts.

❏ Tag other businesses/accounts when appropriate to increase your reach.

❏ Use strategic hashtags to increase your reach.

❏ Learn how to read social media analytics to know if you are reaching your goals.

❏ Respond to customer questions and comments as soon as possible.

❏ Check to see what businesses are tagging you and make sure to thank them.

❏ Consider boosted posts or social media advertising to increase your reach.
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❏ Organic Search vs Paid Search

❏ Mobile Search

❏ Search Engine Optimization

❏ Technical (Visibility)

❏ Content (Relevance)

❏ Offsite (Authority)

❏ Manage 3rd Party References

❏ Google My Business

❏ Ratings and Reviews

❏ Database Listings

❏ Social - Locations

SEARCH - How do customers find your business?
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❏ Search for Your Own Business

Where does your business come up in organic search? What alternatives are coming up? People mistakenly 

type names and your business might come up on a different page.
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❏ Search Engine Optimization

Use a free site checker tool to evaluate your website - and make sure you fix the problem issues!
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❏ “Google My Business” Profile

Make sure you have claimed/created your profile and include as much information as possible. Customers 

may even be able to order through your profile.
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❏ Ratings and Reviews

Monitor online reviews about your business.  Ratings and reviews may appear on search engines, Yelp-type 

databases, reservation services, social pages, etc. and they may impact search results for your business.
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Your Checklist

Search Engine Optimization

❏ Run your website through a free SEO checker and address all problem issues.

❏ Identify keywords applicable to your business, products, industry, neighborhood, and customer 

demographics.

❏ Incorporate strategic keywords in website page titles, meta descriptions, and page content.

❏ Use Robots.txt in header (to direct bots that crawl your site).

❏ Activate or claim your “Google My Business” profile. Include business hours, description, photos, etc.

❏ Actively monitor online reviews on Google, Facebook, Yelp, etc. Make sure to respond to both positive and 

negative reviews.

❏ Do not pay for “U.S. Domain Registry” services.

❏ Do not respond to robo-calls about Google registration.
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❏ Google Search Console

❏ Google Analytics

❏ Google URL Campaign Builder

❏ Social Media Platform Analytics

❏ External Analytics Tools - Later.com
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ANALYTICS - You can’t manage what you can’t measure



❏ Google Search Console
Free service to monitor how well your web site’s content is performing, including best keywords, pages, queries; 
errors; and usability issues.
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❏ Google Analytics

It’s free to add Google Analytics to your website. You can learn how people are reaching your site, which 

pages are getting the most traffic, and where people are dropping off. You can spot problem issues that may 

affect sales - like customers exiting at shopping cart page.
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❏ Google URL Campaign Builder

When you’re placing online ads, use a unique link to track which sizes, placements, and publications are 

performing the best. 
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❏ Social Media Platform Analytics

Learn about reach, impressions, content interactions, etc. - what does it mean and why does it matter? 
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❏ External Analytics Tools - Later.com, etc.

Want even more information? Learn which hashtags are performing best and more.
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Your Checklist

Analytics

❏ Open a Google Search Console and/or Google Analytics account(s).

❏ Add Google Analytics to your website so you can start tracking traffic.

❏ Use free Google Analytics tutorial classes to learn how to create reports, analyze info, etc.

❏ Use Google URL Campaign Builder to track online ads - you’ll see which perform the best.

❏ Learn the terms for social media analytics and see which type of posts are performing best.

❏ Check analytics within the social media platforms as well as external analytics such as Later.com.
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Summary
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THANK YOU!

ANY QUESTIONS?


